Chess Piece Names and Starting Positions

According to Business Insider (Wai, 2012), Peter Thiel, a Chess Master and billionaire resident in Silicon Valley, uses Chess analogies often during his CS183 class at Stanford University.

In order to bridge the gap between scholarship and entrepreneurship, to improve capacity, mental acuity and vision for spotting unknown potential; to develop better leadership skills that distinguish oneself from the rest of the crowd and meet fast-approaching future demands, the authors of this article recommend an ancient practice known as the Game of Kings – Chess.

In recent years there have been riots in streets protesting the ‘one percent’ of the world’s wealthiest individuals. There may be a connection between Chess, leadership, business, and being in that one percent group. The road less traveled to becoming a better leader may be as simple as becoming interested in, and a regular participant in, the Game of Kings. There is a good chance the person who is outperforming others currently is, or has been, an active Chess player. A leading question for education and business: how can education develop a professional class of entrepreneurs and organizational leaders who will be capable of predicting, managing, and interpreting complexities that, as yet, un-invented technologies will change in the future?

Hoffjan (2003) described the European game of Chess and how it dominates strategic business practices of Europeans, in comparison with the Asian game of Go and its strategic effects on how Asians conduct business. Hoffjan demonstrated how rules and strategies within the two most important games in the world, Go and Chess, subconsciously controlled the business cultures of Europe and Asia, where those who became captains of industry and commerce had been practicing since childhood. However, this doesn’t just apply to industry and commerce, but to all fields of endeavor. For instance, in WWII Germany, Field Marshall Erich Von Manstein, considered Germany’s greatest commander, “could out-think and out-maneuver opponents with the focus of a Chess player, and indeed Chess was one of his obsessions” (Citino, 2013, emphasis added). Even more recently, the President-elect of Mexico, Enrique Peña Nieto, who credits his success to his Chess playing ability (Archibald & Zabludovsky, 2012), was said to have delayed a strategy meeting simply in order to finish a Chess game, according to the New York Times. Apparently, playing the game of Chess is that important to elite leaders; even presidents!

What does the reported strategy of a Chess-playing World War II German general, presidents, and billionaires have to offer to today’s leaders? Carland and Carland.
(2003) succinctly described the problem of today's leadership: "Far too often people just decide upon a strategy, then follow it step by step, even when it becomes obvious the situation has changed; even when it becomes obvious the plan cannot work" (p.98). So what do leaders need in today's endeavors? Leaders need to be able to think like Manstein and develop the flux capacity that can address the continual flexibility of today's rapidly changing environments such as business, education, the military, etc.

The Object of Chess and its Potential to Develop Superior Creative Ability

The object of the game of Chess is checkmate (See Table 1) and it can happen in as few as four moves or less. Most checkmates, however, occur within an average of 20-40 moves. In order to obtain a checkmate, a player must recognize two fundamental principles:

1. One must take away all space from the opposing King.
2. Finally, one must attack the King.

The critical thinking/planning process to arrive at a successful conclusion involves a few logical steps:

- How much space do I already control?
- What space do I need to control?
- What barriers inhibit my advance?
- How can they be removed in order to execute the process of checkmate?

The correlate here, for example in business, is that bringing a product to market requires the same methodology and skilled execution. Usually, a company only gets one chance to bring a product to market correctly, and so often in the game of Chess, a player may only get one chance to checkmate the opponent. Chess develops the skill of making

Table 1. The Value of Chess for Developing Leadership Skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What chess is observed to be</th>
<th>The true value of chess</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capturing pieces</td>
<td>Control, interpretation, manipulation of real/perceived threats, gains/losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making moves on a game board</td>
<td>Planning/execution; maintaining equilibrium and building strong foundations for implementing relevant change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulating pieces</td>
<td>Leadership, sacrifice, and knowing the strengths/weaknesses of key personnel for various situations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defeating your opponent</td>
<td>Overcoming self-doubt, personal inadequacy, and becoming self-actualized through victory and defeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playing against someone else</td>
<td>Relationship building and collaboration; taking responsibility for one's own actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checkmate</td>
<td>Achieving mastery of the field/position, and turning potential victory into real victory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
every move count *three moves in advance* because if one misses the opportunity, it can cost the whole game.

Half-way into this first quarter-century there is one prediction; as we look forward there needs to be improvement in the ability of leaderships' 'flux capacity'. Business environments, especially now, are in continual flux due to the celerity of technological and informational change in response to consumer diversity and demand. Technologically induced business-model change is occurring in many industries, particularly education, the print industry, trading, and shipping, to name a few. For example, the education industry today is experiencing increased flux and, due to many factors, according to Peterson (2003), is becoming endangered. In our present time and in the future, there will be increasing demand for leaders advanced in the art of thinking, as practiced in Chess. Chess is not just a game; *Chess represents a well-researched methodology for developing some of the most advanced, creative, thought-leaders an organization can hire.*

**Table 2. Piece Values vs. People Values**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Piece</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>People</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>King</td>
<td>None, the King cannot be captured, only checkmated</td>
<td>Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queen</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Chief Officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rook</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Vice-presidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knights</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Marketing/PR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pawns</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Entry-level/sales force</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Correlates between Leadership and Chess**

Benjamin Franklin, in the 18th century, understood the power of Chess to transform minds and became the first celebrity proponent of the game (Franklin, 1786). Consider the following as a description of the value Chess has for developing one's leadership ability (See Table 2). An important correlation between chess and leadership skill, that must be considered, is the comparison of *piece values and people values*. There are specific numerical values associated with each Chess piece that every beginner learns. These are the *static* values of the pieces and there are many factors that determine their value. However, there also are *relative* values of each piece when observed in various positional circumstances. There are an additional set of *wholly different* factors that determine the value of pieces when found in various positions. Relative value can also be termed *positional value* of the piece. *One cannot be a leader without followers*. Those followers also will have static and relative value to leaders and the venue in which they lead. In turn, there are a multitude of factors that differentiate an individual’s static value when hired as compared to the individual’s relative value in certain positional circumstances.

A famous chess game demonstrates this principle well.

The Polish Immortal, as the game between Glucksberg and Najdorf has become known (Kasparov, 2005), demonstrated the *relative* values of Chess pieces perfectly. In that game, Najdorf brilliantly sacrificed*
four minor pieces to lead to one of the most brilliant checkmates in history. On the last move of the game, the major pieces, the Queen and the Rook, stand silently, working together indirectly in the background while the pawn, the piece of lowest static value—*but highest relative value in that circumstance*, was allowed to deliver the killer checkmate to the enemy King. This game demonstrates a critical leadership strategy: it is the duty of those in leadership positions to ascertain the *relative value* of the people in their organization and to determine the relative value of their potential contribution in any position. In addition, it is the duty of leadership to make open opportunities for those in lower static value positions to achieve their highest potential and not block/diminish their ability to contribute to the overall organization in ways perhaps unimagined. The point here is, typically, only rank beginners hold fast to static values, while Masters of the game are deeply critical of relative values of pieces in various positions, including the sacrifice of even a Queen.

Leaders should take a serious look at Chess competency as part of their deliberate practice in their quest for improvement (Unger, Keith, Hilling, Gielnik, & Frese, 2009). Chess has received a long, diverse experimental inquiry into its ability to develop the mental capacity of its participants. This is important because the literature supports mental ability as being a quality necessary (for example, Spearman’s g) for exceptional leadership (Schmidt & Hunter, 1998). In fact, based on 85 years of research, Schmidt and Hunter concluded, “... for hiring employees without previous experience in the job the most valid predictor of future performance and learning is general mental ability” (p.262). In addition, according to Thompson (2007), IQ appears to be a predictor of leadership level in an organization: the higher the IQ, the higher the level. However, intelligence *alone is not* as significant as *IQ plus high emotional intelligence (EQ)*. IQ may be a threshold for getting into senior leadership, but EQ demonstrates the presence of other factors such as “motivation, self-awareness, empathy and social skills” (Carpenter, Bauer, & Erdogen, 2009; Cangemi, 2011). Because of the general implications that Chess improves mental ability, scientists doing cognitive research have been studying the effects Chess has on psychological performance since the late 1800’s in areas such as perception, memory, thinking ability, visual imagination, and brain activation (Hunt & Navalta, 2012). Research clearly supports that Chess has the potential to develop superior creative capability (Kazemi, Yektayar, & Abad, 2012).

Chess and Entrepreneurship

Carland and Carland (2003) stated, “If the pursuit of economic success is a game, it most certainly resembles a Chess game, because Chess is a game of moves and countermoves” (p. 100). Entrepreneurs tend to take major risks at the wisp of an opportunity in order to realize a typically incomplete vision, while corporate behemoths play the game utilizing long-term strategies and defensive positions seeking small competitive advantages. The first mover advantage, described by Rice (2008) in terms of Metcalfe’s Law, *is with the player who uses the White pieces*. According to the rules, White moves into the field first and dictates the structure and flow of the game. Rice used this metaphor to relate how a new product may enter a virgin market. Entrepreneurs are astute at using first-mover effect to their advantage and the risks taken appear to be leveraged by the mass potential of getting a novelty into market first—increasing potential users/consumers. Ford Motor Company, Paypal, Ebay, and Skype, have emulated this process. On the other hand, in Chess, the opponent also gets its first move of the game in response to White’s play.
According to Rice, there is a second-mover advantage. The second-mover has the distinct advantage of being able to observe what White has played and takes the opportunity to improve on it. If an opponent enters the market with the same moves, the opponent will lose. But, if the second-mover comes into the market with an improved product at a new angle, then such strategies may help the second-mover overtake the field. Rice compares such an angle to a famous opening called the Sicilian Defense.

Entrepreneurial types are pressuring long-term planning business giants to redefine dynamic processes, potentially changing the rules of the game. In the Chess world the most famous names for such kinds of novelty are Bobby Fischer and Mikhail Tal, while in the business world, for instance, these names would be Facebook, Google, and Coursera, among others. They are all fundamental game changers amid acknowledged giants like Houghton-Mifflin, Texas Instruments, Apple, and General Electric, to name a few. Obviously, the increase in flux has created a new class of entrepreneurs, individuals who envision what is not there, and then execute the vision. This is the same process as obtaining checkmate in a complex Chess position. The multiple facets and methodologies of Chess model multiple business practices, and the pursuit of Chess-Mastery has the capacity to develop necessary skills that increase chances for mastery in leadership (Graber, 2007; Rice, 2008). This can be visualized by asking the following question: “How many squares are on a chessboard?” Count the squares on the chessboard and hold your answer for a moment (See Figure 1).

**Controlling the Game by Controlling Space: The Case of Coca-Cola**

Former Cuban-born, Coca-Cola CEO, Roberto Goizueta, suspected a complacency problem and gathered various subordinates to a meeting to discuss Coke’s share in the marketplace. He asked a simple question: What percent of the beverage market is Coke’s? The answer, which came quite confidently from the group, based on the company’s measures, was 45%. His subordinates demonstrated they were proud of this accomplishment and seemed satisfied with this measure, suggesting the market was saturated and a higher percentage was not very pragmatic, considering the rest of the beverages on the market. The attitude they exhibited was Coke essentially owned the beverage market. Goizueta, ever the perceptive CEO, recognized his subordinates’ sense of overconfidence was the problem and was limiting the company’s growth. He knew the solution: he had to change their perception.

Goizueta then asked another probing question: how many ounces of liquid does the average person need to consume a day? The answer given: 64 ounces. Using 64 ounces as a guide, he then asked how many ounces of Coca-Cola products a day does the average person consume? Becoming somewhat perplexed, his subordinates’ over-confident attitudes began to diminish and someone in
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Table 3. Squares on a Chess Board

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of squares</th>
<th>Type of squares</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8x8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6x6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>5x5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>3x3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>2x2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>single</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the group replied: two percent (2%). Goizueta then replied, “And you think the market is saturated?” He clearly and effectively demonstrated an inaccurate visualization/perceptual problem in his subordinates. This change in perception - a paradigm shift - became the springboard that positively affected and increased Coke’s leadership in the beverage market.

In Chess, every move changes the space and increases the flux. What Goizueta asked was, really, “How many Squares are on the chessboard?” Samuel Hunt constantly asks this question to interested individuals and they nearly always answer 64. Goizueta’s subordinates made the same mistake. Their calculation was based solely on figures, not utilizing the addition of intuition. When looking at a chessboard most people cannot see anything else but $8 \times 8 = 64$. However, according to Table 3, we can see clearly there are 204 squares on a Chess board. It is fairly obvious, if one understands the board itself is a single square composed of 64 smaller squares, which makes the board the 65th square (See Figure 1). Thus, following the same pattern (i.e. 7x7, 6x6, 5x5, etc.); the actual squares on a chessboard becomes apparent. This is akin to how Goizueta changed his subordinates’ perception in order to increase company market share. Matzler, Bailom, and Mooradian (2007) described a key leadership trait being pattern recognition, a skill that leads to better intuition. Better intuition and visualization would obviously improve a leader’s flux capacity.

Parallels between Chess Practice and Business Practice

Graber (2009) added some concrete additional parallels between Chess practice and business practices. Chess teaches that capturing the opposition’s piece, even though possible, may be a bad move; a player should only capture a piece if, in acquiring the piece, one receives a benefit in time, resources, or position. It may appear one is gaining a short-term material advantage, but it may cost the game if employed. Such vivid examples include Enron and Madoff, and recently the banking industry, whose short-term gains moved into unethical waters. The capturing of the opponent’s piece also may not be smart because a player is reducing resources available for enabling checkmate, if the opponent recaptures.

Graber related the following in relation to opportunity costs in leadership and chess, including:

1. over-extending resources toward an opponent in an untenable position; over-extended/overworked pieces in Chess become easy targets to exploit;
2. accepting gifts en prise’ without reading the fine print (in chess, such en prise pieces are known as poisoned pieces).

Long-term thinking is important in education, business, and other venues. The obvious point here speaks to leadership: not sacrificing long-term thinking for seemingly short-term
outcomes. Chess is not only about knowing the next three moves in the short-term outcomes of the game, but how those combinations will alter the game as a whole to one’s advantage or disadvantage. Does the move create exploitable weaknesses? On the other hand, in Chess, a gambit is a short-term, deliberate material loss — a sacrifice, which attempts to gain long-term advantages in time, resources, or development/start. This tactic likewise takes place in business. For example, a corporate behemoth may sell off a subsidiary in order to consolidate its position in the marketplace, or a new entrepreneur may sell off a company to a behemoth in order to bring a new idea into the marketplace and expand the entrepreneur’s influence. In Chess and leadership, timing and visualization of potential opportunity is quintessential to success.

Such correlates, which have not been exhausted in this article, leave little doubt the game of Chess models leadership practices that are extremely important in the flux of the millennial economy. Future entrepreneurial and/or leadership classes of tomorrow could profit from supporting and teaching Chess at an early age to develop/strengthen students’ mental acumen.

Conclusion

The authors have endeavored to demonstrate the potential applicability of learning Chess as a tool, especially at an early age, to increase skills essential to more successful leadership. From these findings we can conclude the Game of Kings - Chess is a field of development of the most critical and necessary skills required by leaders across every endeavor. It appears to be the missing element in education practice that goes beyond lecture and assessment, rote memorization of facts, and into pure mental and psychological development that American school systems are currently struggling to provide students.

The knowledge economy in America needs more Chess practitioners. For the enhancement of education in any nation, the most cost-effective and simplest change that can be made is to put Chess in every school and university, side-by-side with current practices, to actively increase the development of the flux capacity required of present and future leaders and entrepreneurs. Have these gaming methodologies, as Hoffjan (2003) brought to light, been controlling business practices of leaders in both Europe and Asia for generations? Would it not make sense for today’s youth — and today’s leaders — to join this unheralded society of masterminds? What would be the harm?

In summary, the timing could not be better to begin learning the Game of Kings and using this powerful tool to transform mental capacity necessary for becoming a more successful leader. Incorporating Chess into the early grade curriculum, as well as in graduate leadership/business/industrial/educational programs, etc., could be an essential catalyst for enhancing the skills of graduates and leaders as they enter the new, millennial, global, competitive workforce.

Notes

1. Flux, in our context, has to do with the spontaneous, often intuitive, necessary change required to maintain forward progress, regardless of preconceived and well-laid plans: just the opposite of what Carland and Carland described as the failure of so many leaders (p.98).

2. The object of Go is to occupy a larger portion of space than your opponent, using pieces called stones to surround them.

3. A sacrifice is an exchange of a piece with higher static value for a piece of lower static value.

4. Sacrifice is not a metaphor for firing an individual. It is a metaphor for necessary use of personnel in various roles during various circumstances.

5. Metcalfe’s Law is described as the square of the number of users being proportional to the value of the network.
6. The Sicilian Defense is an opening for the black pieces that has the highest winning percentage against the most common first move for white: pawn to e4. One of the most studied Grandmaster’s of all time (Philidor, 1777) stated, “it is a very good [opening] to try the strength of an adversary with whose skill you are unacquainted” (p.201).

7. En prise is a French chess term meaning ‘in a position to be taken’ or more commonly ‘for free’.

8. A blunder is an accidental and unforeseen/unplanned loss in resources. A gambit/sacrifice is a well-planned strategic endeavor; a tactic, not a blunder.
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